
Name:       Cherri Seymour

Subject: Physical Science Unit: Nature of Matter Week of 01/23 to 1/27/2023

Standards: PHS.1.1, PHS.1.2, PHS.1.3, PHS.1.4, PHS.1.5 PHS.1.6

Essential Question: M: What are the rules for significant figures?T: What factors affect the
period of a pendulum?  W:How do I find the slope of a graph? TR:What affects the period of a
pendulum?- F:What is the meaning of slope?

Student Expectations: I can
1.Express measurements in correct significant figures.
2.Find the slope and y-intercept for a given graph.
3. Perform mathematical operations and give the answer in correct significant figures.
4.Find the relationship between angle, mass, length of string and time.
5. Express measurements using correct significant figures.

Materials Needed: TE, Student Workbook

Teacher’s Lesson Plan Incorporated Co-Teacher’s Plan Co-Teaching Approach

Bellringer: M- ACT Skill Builder
T- ACT Practice
W- Graphing Practice
Review
TR- Extra Graphing
Practice
F-ACT Strategies
Review

- Greet students by
name
- Review missed
assignments if
previously absent
- Encourage students
prepare for class
(Notebook,
homework, pencils)
- Clarify any
questions and
reteach as needed
- Use proximity with
students struggling to
get started on and
complete
assignments

-Team
Teach

Anticipatory Set: Review Significant
Figures with
measurement and
volume

TTW- Ensure all
students have notes
out and are ready for
the daily lesson.
TSW- Will be
questioned about
prior knowledge to
establish a
relationship between
the new lesson and
previous knowledge.

-One
Teach,One
Assist



Whole Group
Procedures:

-Significant Figure
Lab Review
-Review slope and
y-intercept
-Whiteboard
significant figure
problems

-Rotate to individual
students during
Whole Group
-TTW take notes for
students to use if
needed. TTW breaks
down the
assignments in
discrete task
analysis, which will
break up the learning
into meaning parts.
TTW will use a
step-by-step
approach in
completing required
assignments to show
small
accomplishments.
TTW checks for
weaknesses in
understanding the
material to correct for
misconceptions.

- Station
Teach

Guided Practice: TW- Create a graph
with data
-Pre- Lab discussion
for measurements on
Significant figures
-Presentation on
whiteboards

TTW- Ensure all
students are taking
notes and on task.
TTW-Rotate to
individual students to
assist with note
taking (small group
as needed)

- One
Teach,
One
Assist

- Station
Teach

Independent
Practice:

-Significant figures
worksheet
-SW Create a graph
with data

TTW break down the
assignments into
discrete task
analysis, which will
break up the learning
TTW will use a
step-by-step
approach in
competing required
assignments to show
TTW check for
weaknesses in

- Station
Teach



understanding the
material to correct for
misconception

Closure: -Students will identify
the ordered pair and
plot the points on the
graph. Students will
answer question on
the board
Students have to post
their answer

TWW will praise and
give positive
feedback before
pointing out negative
behavior and/or work
completed during
class.
TSW owns their
weaknesses and
makes plans to
compensate for these
weaknesses.
TTW reminds
students of any
homework and of the
need to remain
organized

One teach,
One assist

Assessment: -Informal check to
see if group work is
complete
-Formal-  3 Week
Assessment

-Encourage students
to use
accommodations.
-Answer any
questions students
have before the
formal assessment.
-Encourage students
to stay on task with
praise..

Team Teach

Station
Teach

Student
Accommodations:

-Read test directions
and test items
(questions and
answer choices) to
individual students or
the group
-Extended time

Notes:


